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Chairman’s Welcome ............
As you can well imagine, it has been a manic few months since the closure of Rochdale. However, a significant
milestone was the launch of the HypeR trike at the Popham Trade Show earlier in the year. Given that the initial
design work started in 2014, this was the first time that we had really got to grips with how the trike handled in the
air. We are taking on board the constructive feedback we have received at the show and on the forums and, while
there is still some further development work to do, the HypeR is a real joy to fly and very comfortable, even for
someone of my size. All of this is a real tribute to Bill’s hard work and talents.
The other main focus for us has been getting the supply of spares up and running as quickly as possible. A key
element has been in staff recruitment, which has proved more difficult than planned or anticipated. Fortunately,
after a number of false starts, we now have Michelle and Jessica who are really getting stuck in and are becoming
very valuable members of the team.
Despite this, and a myriad of other issues, the supply of spares is perceptibly improving all the time and we are
working towards getting 90% stock spares being dispatched within 24 hours. We continue to improve the systems
and service, so that we reach the target performance levels. Interestingly, there seems to have been a surge in the
spares demand for the older machines, particularly the Blade’s and Alpha’s, which adds to the challenge but is also
satisfying.
Please bear in mind that Michelle and Jessica are now the primary points of contact for all enquiries.
If you would like to contribute to the next newsletter or have an interesting story or photographs that you think our
international audience would be interested in, please contact Tim Jackson. tim@pmaviation.co.uk.
Everything will be considered.
Finally, we are very appreciative of the support that is
being shown to us by owners and we are working hard
to ensure that your faith in us is justified as we continue
to improve our delivery performance, processes and
structure.

Andrew Cranfield

Mike Booth - Model Maker and Designer

After ten years of designing and display flying the UK’s only all composite 1/4 scale Spitfire, Mike Booth, who’s
offices are based within P&M’s Manton works, decided to tackle a new and unique project, a 1/3 scale, YAK3.
Mike is a “dyed in the wool” designer and pattern maker who has worked commercially in motor racing composites
and for Airbus Industries. He is also a commercial artist and in 1989 established the ‘Flying Legends’ brand name and
logo for scale drawings and models “par excellence”. www.supermarineworks.com
Starting in October 2014 with drawings and a degree of self sourced parts, Mike made good progress with his new
aircraft under the roof of Manton, while working occasionally helping the team with building PulsR aircraft, using his
outstanding pattern making skills to great effect.
His skills enabled him to complete and test fly a compelling rendition of, what is often regarded,
as the ‘Russian Spitfire’. Mike says “She flies beautifully”
Statistics of Mike’s Yak3.
1:3.2 scale.
3 metre wingspan.
Bespoke 150cc inline twin
motor.
27kg AUW.

Introducing the

The HypeR is the exciting all new flexwing from P&M Aviation built to give you more room, more comfort
and more fun. Designed as a result of extensive market research, the HypeR gives the pilot, passenger and
instructor the ultimate freedom to enjoy the skies due to its low drag design, cantilever sprung undercarriage
and fully adjustable front and rear seating positions making it the perfect flying experience for all shapes and
sizes.
The quickly removable wrap round screen significantly reduces wind buffet for both the pilot and passenger and
the all composite body panels ensure loose items are securely contained. The huge underseat storage area also
makes the HypeR ideal for the long distance adventurer.
An optional BRS parachute fitment is available allowing a maximum take off weight of 472.5kg and the 65 litre
fuel tank ensure long distance flying without the worry of fuel stops. The Rotax 912ULS is housed underneath
a quickly removable cowling, allowing unrestricted access for routine maintenance.
The HypeR is mated with the proven GTR 13sqm strutted wing which offers unrivaled trim speeds from
55-95mph with complete confidence. The STARS (stability and roll system) provides ease of handling at all
speeds and in all conditions.

Maximum Flying Fun

HypeR landing at the Popham Microlight Trade Show 2016

Engine: 			
Wing Area: 		
Empty Weight: 		
Max Take-off weight
Max Take-off weight
Never Exceed Speed:

Rotax 912ULS				
13sqm					
260kg (with BRS)			
472.5kg with BRS parachute		
450kg without BRS Parachute		
120mph				

Stall Speed at MAUW		
Trim Speed:			
Empty Weight: 			
Max Straight & level:		
Rate of Climb at MAUW:
Rate of Descent at MAUW:

39mph
55-95mph
248kg (Without BRS)
105MPH
1000 ft/min
410 ft/min

Flexwing Syndicates by Andy Buchan
For some reason it seems to be a sin to mention ‘flexwing’ and ‘syndicate’ in the same sentence. Yet GA and 3-axis
microlight pilots have had Group owned aircraft for many years - and it may be a particularly good way forward for
flexwing pilots today.
Nineteen years ago at Caunton Airfield I had 5 students who each wanted to buy their own aircraft - all of which
would have been secondhand and elderly (the aircraft that is). I put the students together, they went out for a drink
to get to know each other - and clubbed together to buy a nice new shiny Quantum 582. The syndicate on that
aircraft lasted for about 8 years with a changing group of owners who then bought a Quantum 912 and then a Quik
912S. Their syndicate gained them good aircraft which they could afford to maintain properly and friends to fly with.
Today in 2016 flexwing syndicates seem a particularly good idea. Reasons in their favour include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Cost. Put simply, if three or more of you own an aircraft the cost is shared 3 or more ways. Instead of buying
a secondhand machine a syndicate can buy a new one with all the benefits that brings.
Safety. A Group owned aircraft will usually be professionally maintained and have more than one set of eyes
inspecting it on a daily basis.
Longevity. Modern flexwings use 4-stroke engines with a 2000hr life. Airframes properly looked after will
also last that long. A Group owned aircraft may get more hours than an aircraft owned by one person but
modern designs will go the distance.
Modern hangarage. Most flexwings today are stored fully rigged in a hangar. This makes them much more
suitable for Group ownership than previously when machines were rigged from the bag for each flight.
Flying Friends. A syndicate will introduce you to like minded people with a common interest. Others in
the Group can help get you back flying if for some reason you have a break - and providing costs are paid by
each member on an hourly basis you won’t be paying out too much during the time you are not flying.
Sharing the load. In a syndicate one person will be trustee and look after the paperwork, another may be in
charge of maintenance while another may look after day to day aircraft cleaning. All chores, but not so much
work when shared.

So are there any disadvantages?
1.
Aircraft availability. Everyone thinks they will fly 200hrs in a year - few do - and with a small syndicate of up
to 5 people it is surprising how infrequently two people want the aircraft at the same time. Modern on-line
booking systems can help avoid problems, as can email and texts between the owners.
2.
Aircraft damage. Hull insurance on an expensive aircraft is always a good idea - and most syndicates ask that
if a machine is damaged that the person responsible covers any excess.
3.
Someone hogging the aircraft and flying loads of hours. Running the aircraft at the right hourly rate so that
depreciation and maintenance are well covered means that the high hours owner will help the syndicate build
up funds - for the next new machine!
Probably the two most important things in any syndicate, however, are sharing with the right people and having a
robust but simple syndicate agreement that all agree with.

The Welsh Solution to Hangar Rash

Craig Gorvett and Joe Danials from Bryncoh, Neath, West Glamorgan. Wales have come up with the cost effective way
to hangar their trike by modifying a shipping container to take their Pegasus Quantum 582. It also has a sink with
running water at the back and a table and chairs with tea making facilities for those non flying days.

Need a new Sail? Turn you old Sail into something useful.
Just ask for details. Anything considered

Kent Scouts unveil their new GTR

The Scout County Commissioner for Kent Dean Harding and Brenda Stubbs, the widow of Bill Stubbs who was the
ground crew manager for the microlight operation unveil their new aircraft, a brand new P&M Quik GTR.
G-CISI, named after Bill Stubbs, in honour of his long service and dedication to the microlight team as Scout Leader for
the 17th Tonbridge Air Scouts, is the sixth new P&M aircraft that the Kent Scouts have had in 27 years of operation.
Previous to the latest acquisition, Kent Scouts owned and operated 2 x Pegasus Qs, 2 x Pegasus Quantums and 1 x
P&M GT450.
During this time many thousands of young people have experienced the freedom of flying microlights.

P&M Australia - Yarrawonga Flight Training Centre

Earlier this Year, Robin Kraike, Assistant Design Engineer flew out to our newest P&M dealer, Yarrawonga Flight
Training in Victoria, Australia, to hand over the keys to their new PulsR, QUIKR and Quik GT Lite. These new aircraft
add to the growing fleet of P&M aircraft already flying in the southern hemisphere.
The Yarrawonga Flight Training Centre which enjoys over 320 days of flyable weather each year is run and owned
by Peter McLean and his wife, Anne. The centre is a flight training facility and an aircraft and pilot supply shop for
the growing microlight population in Australia. The airfield has a 1.2km asphalt runway with VHF radio controlled
lighting along with 10 or more other businesses arranged along the northern perimeter. Peter is the airfield
manager and his school is currently the primary user of the airfield.
Peter’s enthusiasm for microlight flying is infectious and with his high standing within the Australian microlight
aviation community we look forward to seeing more P&M aircraft flying in Australia in the future.
To contact Peter and Anne: www.yarrawongaflighttraining.com.au yft@yarrawongaflighttraining.com.au

The British Human Powered Flying Club (BHPFC), affiliated with the BHPA (British Human Powered Association) was
formed to promote the sport of Human Powered Flight. This year’s competition will be held at Sywell Aerodrome from
the 16th - 24th July and Team Airglow supported by P&M Aviation will be entering.
Human powered aircraft are highly efficient in design and construction and are powered solely by the energy provided
by the pilot. Weighing between 30kg - 45kg, the major structural elements of these aircraft are built from carbon fibre
and require merely 0.3hp to fly.
The P&M Airglow HPA weighing in at 43kgs has had a good winning record to date due to its sleek and proven design.
The team have spent the winter months training on the ergometer watt bike and have also fitted ‘Airglow’ with a larger
propeller which will deliver the thrust to get airborne sooner and improve their performance on the shorter competition
tasks.
To date there are 4 aircraft entered into this year’s event of which one is from Bath University. Interest has also been
shown from several overseas teams (Lithuania, France, Germany, USA, Hong Kong, China). Alec Proudfoot from the
Californian DaSH team will be visiting to give a talk and assist as a marshal, and a Japanese representative from Team
Aeroscepsy who are wishing to attempt breaking the distance record will also give a talk on the Sunday 17th July about
their 36kg, 36m span aircraft Gokurakutonbow. Contact: Roger Warren - BHPFC President. Roger.Warren@triteq.com
mobile: 07935901093

Perranporth - Cornwall’s Secret Microlight Gem

Perranporth Airfield (EGTP) is situated 2 miles to the southwest of Perranporth adjacent to the coast which makes it
ideal for some spectacular cliff top flying. In 1924 the first flights were taken from the site and in 1941 the airfield was
commissioned for the home of 21 different squadrons flying Spitfires, Avengers and Swordfish during the Second World
War. The airfield was shortly decommissioned in 1946 but still has some of the best kept wartime structures.
The airfield lies within an Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty, and rare birds of prey, butterflies and wild flowers
can be seen from the cliff-top walks nearby.
Perranporth Airfield is today run by Perranporth Flying Club
Ltd and offers Air Experience Flights, Trial Lessons and PPL
courses. Other activities taking place include parachuting,
driver training and not to mention Cornwall Microlights
offering flexwing and fixed wing microlight training and trial
flights.
Perranporth is the only privately owned airfield in Cornwall
to have tarmac runways. It is an excellent stopping off point
for aircraft going to and from the Isles of Scilly, as well as
being a good place to visit in its own right to enjoy the
extraordinary Cornish coastal scenery.
Flexwing flying in Cornwall has grown rapidly since it started in July 2015 and they have a Quik GT450 which they use to
teach their 9 students having regular lessons, 2 of which have come over from the more expensive GA side of aviation.
Perranporth now has six P&M Flexwings in the hangar and provide a kitchen, briefing room, office, workshop and a
room for all the suits and helmets. Cornwall is a beautiful place to learn to fly or convert your licence or for some local
scenic flying.
If you are planning a visit to Perranporth please PPR on 01872 552856 or contact Gary Prisk on 07582 056347.

To mark the 25th anniversary year for Newcastle’s Streetwise Young People’s Project, Mandy Taylor, CEO of
Streetwise organised a mass charity fly out of 42 microlights at the end of May to follow the River Tyne through
Newcastle’s controlled airspace.
Mandy who is also a microlight pilot said “At first light we thought we would have to cancel the Fly the Tyne event, as
we woke up to thick fog but by 7.00am the fog had started to lift.
Many pilots made particular reference to the
excellent staff from Newcastle Air Traffic Control
and three of the pilots went on to fly up the
coastline to Holy Island and had the joy of
watching hundreds of seals swimming in the
surf.
There were crowds of people cheering the
pilots on from the ground and the local media
have received hundreds of photographs from
members of the public saying how wonderful it
was to witness so many planes flying over their
city.
Four of the Streetwise Charity Trustees came
along as passengers and said they have never
experienced anything so wonderful. One of the
VIP passengers was also a local grandfather
who’s family had clubbed together to bid for
his flight ticket on eBay. Needless to say he was
speechless when he returned and said it was
the best birthday present he had ever had.
Eddie McCallum lead the first section of aircraft away and the last pilot, Duncan McDougall, ensured that Newcastle
ATC knew he was the last pilot to complete the route. We ended the day with tea, cakes and a raffle which raised
over the £1,000 for Streetwise Young Peoples Project which was great.
A big thank you to everyone who took part or volunteered to help. You
are truly wonderful people with hearts of gold.”

Mandy Taylor
CEO Streetwise

www.streetwisenorth.org.uk

All Smiles Down Under at Yarrawonga

Mountain Flying with Marcus Dalgetty - Pegasus France
Mountain flying has come a long way in the last few years, and with the evolution of modern day microlights,
we find ourselves being able to accomplish so much more.
So what is it that allures us towards mountain flying? After all we are simply a small entity at the mercy of great
forces with potentially severe consequences. The challenge is to understand our environment and embrace
the forces of nature in an attempt to align our flying skills with what is possible and what should be avoided.
So the question is more an issue of understanding mountain conditions rather than trying to insist as
opposed to persisting
From the age of 20, I chose to fly in the Alps on hang gliders and have been doing so every year since.
Inspired by great pilots such as John Pendry, Robbie Whitall and Donald Mackenzie, I took my
chances and made every effort to attain a competence in mountain flying
with all of its complexities and challenges.
Many mistakes were made along the way and in some cases I was just simply lucky.
Thermalling through the base of a cloud at 900 feet per minute and arriving
above the tops with only the sunshine through the cloud, didn’t seem odd at the time,
but I do remember the disorientation which today makes me realise how lucky I was in
my ignorance of mountain flying.
Today I still harness the same skills and understanding and with the grace of these skills,
I am still walking the planet without taking the same risks that I used to do.
As Einstein said “Insanity is repeating the same experiment several times expecting
different results”. Today I have no need to repeat the experiment of flying,
in conditions where I expect an outcome that is not in line with the prevailing
conditions.
I talk to many pilots who have a profound fear of flying in the mountains.
The vast majority would fly right down the middle of the valley as a means of
going from A to B as they are not looking as to how to optimise the flight.
With eyes closed and full of apprehension, they will stay on the motorway
and fail to enjoy the possibilities that can be exploited.
The French federation have a subject that we do not cover in the UK
which is called “aerology”. It is the study of the airmass and in particular
local conditions, which can be optimised and exploited to make flying so much
more fun whilst flying in mountains.
Being microlight pilots, we are a little bit
set in our ways but there are so many
things that can be done to enjoy the flying
experience a bit more.
So when you are up there in your Flash 2
Alpha, Pegasus Quantum, GT450 or indeed
your PulsR, then set 4000 rpm and try and
get another 2000 feet in the thermals by
circling and coring where the lift is strongest.
Not all flights need a destination, but to play
with the forces of nature is great fun.

Flying in the French Alps also offers the opportunity of landing on the hundreds of small mountain strips.
Some of the places we go involve landing on rough strips up to 25 degrees of slope. If that doesn’t sound a lot,
trust me, it feels pretty weird flying towards a mountain face with a runway in front of you that was conceive by
someone who was surely from a mental institution who dared to say “ yes a runway here in the middle of nowhere
would be just the ticket…..let’s put it on the steep part of the terrain too!”
Over the course of the years I have also had the pleasure of discovering
the mountain strips in the Pyrenees. All in all they are less forgiving
than the Alps with ungroomed surfaces which require greater
caution. In either case the principal is the same but with
different “aerology”. In the Alps it’s the combination
of mistral winds with localised effects of anabatic
or katabatic winds. With the Pyrenees it’s the
tramontane winds.

So where do we begin?
First of all it is down to good preparation
You can have 15 knots of wind forecast on the South coast of England, but 15 knots of wind across the valley floor
in the mountains means that you will shave some time off life expectancy if you insist rather than persist.
Early signs of cumulus before 10am could also well be a sign of thunderstorms by lunchtime and in every valley
the wind is different!! So if anyone is game on to fly into Aérodrome de Gap-Tallard situated in the south-east
of France in the foothills of the Alps and would like to experience the mountains or receive advice on flying
conditions then I will be very happy to help. With a unique micro-climate and a variety of accommodation
available, Gap Tallard offers 300 days of sunshine and 330 days of flyable weather throughout the year.
I hope to see you all soon.

Marcus Dalgetty.

info@pegasusfrance.co.uk. Web: www.pegasusfrance.co.uk
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